
Our Top 3 Mid-Century Sofa Picks from OurFurniture 

Mid-century furniture holds a special place in the realm of interior design. It provides a wide 

range of options to designers who are looking to blend both the vintage and the modern in 

one place. The OurFurniture store has a great selection of mid century sofas on its website. 

It provides options for comfortable and aesthetic mid-century picks for elegant design 

options. Let’s look at our top 3 picks in mid-century sofas from the OurFurniture store. 

 

Celine Alpha Sofa 

The Celine Alpha Sofa available in OurFurniture store is truly an intersection of sophistication 

and comfort. It is a mid-century style sofa that is made with meticulous attention to detail 

with durable construction without compromising the style.  

What sets this sofa apart is its unparalleled comfort that comes from three layers of shaped 

polyurethane foam that provides exceptional support for lounging. The sofa is made with 

naturally rot-resistant Merbau wood for the frame. It comes with black powder-coated steel 

backs that speak for its durability and resilience. This sofa can make for a truly personalized 

addition to any home.  

Barcelona Sofa Replica 

If you are looking for sofas with a modern leather love seat, the Barcelona Sofa Replica hits 

bullseye. It pays homage to the iconic design of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. It’s a faithful 

reproduction of the original masterpiece made available by expert designers 

at OurFurniture.  

The Barcelona Sofa Replica can be the best for you if you are looking for features like top-

grain premium Italian leather, hand welted panels, and hand-tufted cushions. The 

craftsmanship used in this sofa is second to none. Its structure is supported by stainless steel 

legs that reflect Mies van der Rohe’s mastery of line and form.  
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Bedford 2-Seater Sofa 

Finally rounding our top 3 in this list is the Bedford 2-seater sofa. It is one of the best 

contemporary masterpieces available in the OurFurniture store. Offering a sleek design with 

a minimalistic aesthetic, this sofa is a versatile solution for modern living.  

The Bedford 2-Seater Sofa was designed with compact living in mind. It offers ample seating 

without occupying a major part of the room. It is ideal for apartments and condos, or cozy 

corners in houses. But despite its modest size, this sofa doesn’t compromise at all on the 

comfort that comes with mid-century furniture online. The Bedford 2-seater sofa is also easy 

to clean and maintain.   

Shop now by visiting OurFurniture store at https://ourfurniture.com/ 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/4bWqwmr 
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